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Purpose: Surveys of patients’ experiences typically show results that are indicative of positive 

experiences. Unbalanced response scales have reduced positive skew for responses to items 

within the Universal Patient Centeredness Questionnaire (UPC-Q). The objective of this study 

was to compare the unbalanced response scale with another unbalanced approach to scaling to 

assess whether the positive skew might be further reduced.

Patients and methods: The UPC-Q was included in a patient experience survey conducted 

at the ward level at six hospitals in Norway in 2015. The postal survey included two remind-

ers to nonrespondents. For patients in the first month of inclusion, UPC-Q items had standard 

scaling: poor, fairly good, good, very good, and excellent. For patients in the second month, 

the scaling was more positive: poor, good, very good, exceptionally good, and excellent. The 

effect of scaling on UPC-Q scores was tested with independent samples t-tests and multilevel 

linear regression analysis, the latter controlling for the hierarchical structure of data and known 

predictors of patient-reported experiences.

Results: The response rate was 54.6% (n=4,970). Significantly lower scores were found for all 

items of the more positively worded scale: UPC-Q total score difference was 7.9 (P0.001), on 

a scale from 0 to 100 where 100 is the best possible score. Differences between the four items 

of the UPC-Q ranged from 7.1 (P0.001) to 10.4 (P0.001). Multivariate multilevel regres-

sion analysis confirmed the difference between the response groups, after controlling for other 

background variables; UPC-Q total score difference estimate was 8.3 (P0.001).

Conclusion: The more positively worded scaling significantly lowered the mean scores, 

potentially increasing the sensitivity of the UPC-Q to identify differences over time and 

between providers. However, none of the groups exhibited large positive skew and ceiling 

effects, implying that such effects might not be a big measurement problem for either scaling 

format. We recommend using the standard scaling in surveys producing external indicators for 

inter-provider comparisons. The more positively worded scaling has greater relevance for local 

measurement work where the results of patient experience surveys have shown large positive 

skew, and intra-provider comparison is the primary goal.
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Introduction
The patients’ perspective is gaining more attention in research and quality improvement, 

increasing the need for valid and reliable instruments for the measurement of patient-

reported experiences and outcomes. A common feature of patient-based instruments 

evaluating health care services is a skew toward positive evaluations,1,2 which has 

also been observed in service user evaluations in other sectors.3 The reasons for this 

positivity tendency are complex and multifaceted, and it involves a range of cultural, 

methodological, and relational factors.3–5 Positive skew casts doubt over the validity 
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of patient evaluations as an indicator of quality and creates 

measurement challenges when trying to measure differences 

over time or between providers. In health care evaluation, the 

dominant paradigm is to ask for patient-reported experiences, 

not satisfaction, to reduce the amount of positive skew.6,7 

The Norwegian national quality indicators that are based on 

patient experiences with hospitals are less skewed toward 

positive evaluations than patient satisfaction.8 However, 

the national measurements also show that most indicators 

have mean scores 60, on a scale from 0 to 100, thus being 

skewed toward the positive end of the scale.

There are several approaches to deal with positive skew 

in this research field. One approach is to treat the dependent 

variables as categorical variables, that is using only non-

parametric statistics when conducting statistical analysis. 

Another approach is to test alternative response formats to 

reduce positive skew and improve response distributions, 

by manipulating the number of response categories9–13 or 

by manipulating the labels on the response categories. The 

latter includes research on experience or evaluation versus 

satisfaction labels14–16 and research on balanced versus unbal-

anced response scales.17,18 Taken together, the research on 

response scales to reduce positive skew in patients’ experi-

ences and satisfaction is scarce and heterogeneous, and there 

is a lack of evidence for one particular method. However, 

the use of an unbalanced scale with more positive categories 

than negative has been identified as a promising approach 

to handle this particular measurement challenge in patient 

service evaluation work.2,17,18

The Universal Patient Centeredness Questionnaire 

(UPC-Q) has been tested and validated in three different 

patient populations in Norway.19 The UPC-Q gives the patient 

the choice of which service aspects are most important to 

him/her and then allows them to evaluate the health service 

on those aspects. As part of validity testing, two different 

response formats in the form of balanced and unbalanced 

scales were compared with the latter having significantly 

lower mean scores for all UPC-Q items.19 However, the 

unbalanced scale still showed clear indications of positive 

skew, with mean scores varying from 69.7 to 78.8, on a 

scale from 0 to 100 where 100 is the best score.19 Thus, we 

decided to test the unbalanced response scale with another 

unbalanced approach to scaling. The objective of this study 

was to compare the two unbalanced response scales to assess 

whether positive skew and ceiling effects might be further 

reduced by the new unbalanced scale. Based on the literature, 

we hypothesized that the more positively worded scaling 

would significantly lower the mean scores.2,17,18

Patients and methods
Data collection
The UPC-Q was included in a patient experience survey 

conducted at the ward level at six hospitals in Norway in 

2015. The survey was postal with two reminders to non-

respondents. 

The hospital surveys were approved by the Data Protec-

tion Authority for each hospital. According to the joint body 

of the Norwegian Regional Committees for Medical and 

Health Research Ethics, research approval is not required for 

quality assurance projects. The Norwegian Social Science 

Data Services states that anonymous projects are not subject 

to notification. Patients were informed that participation was 

voluntary and they were assured of anonymity. Return of the 

questionnaire represented patient consent, which is the stan-

dard procedure in all patient experience surveys conducted 

by the Norwegian Institute of Public Health.

Measures
The UPC-Q is a short instrument consisting of three parts.19 

First, patients give the three aspects of services that they con-

sider the most important, rate, and weight them for relative 

importance by giving a fixed number of points. Second, they 

rate their overall experiences. Third, they make suggestions for 

improvement. The response scale for rating the first and third 

parts was originally a balanced 5-point format ranging from 

“very good” to “very poor”, but an unbalanced scale ranging 

from “poor” to “excellent” was found to perform better.19

The 5-point rating scales and the UPC-Q total scores are 

transformed to a scale of 0–100, where 100 is the best pos-

sible rating. UPC-Q total scores are based on the first part 

of the instrument including the three ratings weighted based 

on the importance patients assigned to each aspect. Missing 

values are given to patients skipping importance weightings 

or making an error in the allocation of weighting points.

intervention
Patients discharged from the hospital wards in a 2-month 

period were included. For patients in the first month of inclu-

sion, UPC-Q items had the following scaling: poor, fairly 

good, good, very good, and excellent. For patients in the 

second month, the scaling was more positive: poor, good, 

very good, exceptionally good, and excellent.

statistical analysis
Differences in background variables for the response format 

respondent groups were tested by chi-square tests. Differ-

ences between the two unbalanced response formats for each 
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of the UPC-Q items and UPC-Q scale scores were assessed 

using independent samples t-tests.

Multilevel linear regression analysis was used to test the 

effect of response format on UPC-Q scores, controlling for 

the hierarchical structure of data and known predictors of 

patient-reported experiences. Patient clustering within wards 

might inflate t values in ordinary linear regression models and 

give type I errors, which was the reason for using multilevel 

regression. The multilevel model divides the total variance 

into variance at the ward (macro) level versus the patient 

(micro) level. The wards were included as random intercepts 

and all variables at the patient level as fixed effects. Vari-

ables at the patient level included gender, age, self-perceived 

health, type of admission (routine vs emergency), and number 

of admissions in the last 2 years.

SPSS version 15.0 was used for all statistical analyses.

Results
The response rate was 54.6% (n=4,970). The gender and 

age composition did not differ between the respondents to 

the two types of scaling (Table 1), but one group reported 

slightly poorer health.

Patients in the second month responding to the more 

positively worded scale had significantly lower scores for all 

items (Table 2). The UPC-Q total score difference was 7.9 

(P0.001), on a scale from 0 to 100 where 100 is the best pos-

sible score. Differences between the four items of the UPC-Q 

ranged from 7.1 on the most important aspect (P0.001) to 

10.4 on the global experience item (P0.001). The more 

positively worded scale pulled responses from the second 

highest category to the middle and second lowest category; 

the largest differences were the percentage of patients using 

the second highest category and the difference between the 

two formats ranging from 15.9% (most important aspect) to 

23.6% (global item).

The multilevel regressions showed that scaling had sig-

nificant effects on the UPC-Q total scores (difference: −8.3) 

and the general item (difference: −10.8), after controlling 

for the hierarchical structure of data and patient gender, 

age, self-perceived health, type of admission, and number 

of admissions in the last 2 years (Table 3). Self-perceived 

health was significantly associated with both the UPC-Q total 

scores and the general item, while gender, age, and number 

of admissions had one significant association.

Discussion
The more positively worded scaling format significantly 

lowered the UPC-Q mean scores, with substantial and signifi-

cant effects also after controlling for the hierarchical structure 

of data and patient level predictors. The percentage of patients 

responding in the most positive or negative response category 

was quite similar for the two formats, indicating that lower 

mean scores were a result of the more positively worded 

scaling format pulling a large proportion of responses down 

from the second highest category.

Too much positive skew challenges validity and leads to 

measurement problems when trying to measure differences 

over time or between providers. The dominant paradigm in 

this field is to ask about patient-reported experiences rather 

than satisfaction; the aim being to reduce the amount of 

positive skew and increase the usefulness of data as basis 

for quality improvement.6,7 The UPC-Q asks the patient to 

write down the three aspects that are most important to them 

and then to evaluate their experiences with the health service 

on those aspects. The results from the validation study sup-

ported an unbalanced response scale over a balanced scale,19 

while the present study found that a revised unbalanced 

scale performed better than the unbalanced scale from the 

validation study. Taken together, these two controlled stud-

ies of different response formats indicate that UPC-Q scores 

might be reduced by up to 15 points on a scale from 0 to 

100, purely by replacing the balanced labels with the more 

positively worded unbalanced scale. This effect is large and 

much stronger than the average difference between hospi-

tals in Norway on patient-reported experience indicators.20 

These findings are in line with the patients’ experiences in 

the literature, suggesting the use of an unbalanced scale to 

handle positive skew.17,18 However, none of these studies 

used a control group from the same providers, making it 

impossible to compare effect sizes.

Table 1 Background variables for the two response scale respon-
dent groups

Variable Standard scaling  
(n=2,744)

More positive  
scaling (n=2,317)

Sig

gender ns
Men (%) 48.6 47.6
Women (%) 51.4 52.4

Age, years ns
Mean (sD) 65.1 (16.3) 65.3 (16.1)

self-perceived health ***
excellent 7.5 6.8
Very good 19.2 21.1
good 33.3 37.9
Fairly good 25.2 23.6
Poor 14.7 10.6

Note: ***P0.001.
Abbreviations: Sig, significance; ns, not significant; SD, standard deviation.
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The average UPC-Q scores for the unbalanced scale in 

the validation study varied from 69.7 to 78.8.19 Results for 

the same scale in the present study varied from 58.2 to 68.4, 

while those for the more positively worded scale varied 

from 49.4 to 58.0. None of the scales in the present study 

exhibited large positive skew and ceiling effects, implying 

that such effects might not be a big measurement problem 

for either scaling format. The inclusion of different hospitals 

accounts for the difference in the scores for the same scaling 

used in the present study and validation study. The present 

study included two big hospitals with relatively poor scores 

on patient experiences compared to the hospitals with more 

average scores in the validation study. We recommend using 

the standard unbalanced scale in surveys producing external 

Table 2 UPc-Q total and item scores for the standard and more positively worded scales

UPC-Q components Standard  
(n=2,744)

Positively  
worded (n=2,317)

Mean difference  
(P-value)

UPc-Q score, mean (sD) 65.4 (24.9) 57.5 (27.2) 7.9 (0.001)
Most important aspect

Mean (sD) 63.8 (29.4) 56.7 (30.9) 7.1 (0.001)
lowest category, % 9.0 9.7
second lowest category, % 8.1 17.2
Middle category, % 22.9 30.0
second highest category, % 38.6 22.7
highest category, % 21.4 20.4

second most important aspect
Mean (sD) 60.6 (30.2) 52.9 (32.1) 7.7 (0.001)
lowest category, % 10.3 12.7
second lowest category, % 10.4 20.1
Middle category, % 24.8 29.4
second highest category, % 35.3 18.7
highest category, % 19.2 19.2

Third most important aspect
Mean (sD) 58.2 (30.4) 49.4 (32.7) 8.8 (0.001)
lowest category, % 11.2 15.6
second lowest category, % 12.9 23.0
Middle category, % 24.4 26.4
second highest category, % 35.0 18.0
highest category, % 16.5 17.0

global experience item
Mean (sD) 68.4 (22.4) 58.0 (27.4) 10.4 (0.001)
lowest category, % 1.7 3.4
second lowest category, % 6.6 20.6
Middle category, % 26.7 35.1
second highest category, % 46.1 22.5
highest category, % 18.8 18.5

Notes: standard: poor, fairly good, good, very good, and excellent. Positively worded: poor, good, very good, exceptionally good, and excellent.
Abbreviations: UPC-Q, Universal Patient Centeredness Questionnaire; SD, standard deviation.

Table 3 Multilevel linear regression models: estimated fixed effects of response format and other background variables on patient 
centeredness scores

Variables UPC-Q General item

Estimate P-value Estimate P-value

response format −8.3 *** −10.8 ***
Male (vs female) −0.9 ns −2.6 ***
Age 0.1 * 0.04 ns
self-perceived health −4.8 *** −5.3 ***
routine admission (vs emergency) −1.2 ns −1.8 ns
number of admissions in the last 2 years −1.6 ** −0.7 ns

Notes: ***P0.001; **P0.01; *P0.05.
Abbreviations: ns, not significant; UPC-Q, Universal Patient Centeredness Questionnaire.
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indicators for inter-provider comparisons. The more posi-

tively worded scaling might be used in local measurement 

work where the results of patient experience surveys have 

shown large positive skew, and intra-provider comparisons 

are the primary goal. Furthermore, the more positively 

worded scale should be considered when data collection is 

on-site, since on-site surveys are known to produce more 

favorable evaluations than post-discharge surveys.21–23

The reasons for the positivity tendency in service user 

evaluations are complex and multifaceted and involve a 

range of cultural, methodological, and relational factors.3–5 

One qualitative study showed that factors such as equity, 

faith, gratitude, loyalty, and luck prompted positive evalu-

ation.5 Previous studies using cluster analysis and qualita-

tive methods have shown that patients choosing the best 

response category on patient experiences and satisfaction 

quite often report negative experiences in the open-ended 

comment field.24,25 In the present study, the percentage of 

patients selecting the most favorable response category was 

almost the same for the types of scaling. In contrast, the 

controlled experiment from the validation study showed 

that the unbalanced scale lowered the top box group with 

15%–18% compared to the balanced scale.19 Hence, the two 

unbalanced response scales perform very similar in terms of 

ceiling effects and much better than the balanced scale from 

the validation study. Our hypothesis is that the unbalanced 

scales draw some patients reporting negative experiences in 

the open-ended comment field25 to the lower categories, four 

or three, but this is something that needs to be addressed in 

future research.

This study was subject to limitations. The controlled trial 

of response scales was only tested among patients from six 

hospitals, limiting the generalizability outside these hospitals 

and to other patient populations. However, we are not aware 

of any specific reasons for lack of generalizability to other 

patient groups and hospitals, but further research should 

consider this issue. The survey had substantial nonresponse, 

leading to further uncertainty about the generalizability of 

findings. However, we adjusted comparisons for the hierar-

chical structure of data and the most important patient level 

predictors, reducing the possibility of nonresponse bias 

affecting the comparisons between the two groups.

Conclusion
More positively worded scaling significantly lowered the 

mean scores, potentially increasing the sensitivity of the 

UPC-Q to identify differences over time and between pro-

viders. However, none of the groups exhibited large positive 

skew and ceiling effects, implying that such effects might 

not be a big measurement problem for either scaling format. 

We recommend using the standard scaling in surveys pro-

ducing external indicators for inter-provider comparisons. 

The more positively worded scaling might be useful in local 

measurement work where intra-provider comparison is the 

primary goal, and the results of patient experiences surveys 

have shown large positive skew.
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